This paper describes a new design style called "Global Design" that is based on collaboration between designers beyond the physical restrictions of time and space, and proposes the "Knowledge Medium" which supports global design. The knowledge medium is a computer medium for designers to share dynamically the wide range of design information containing the history and the intent as well as product information such as drawings. The knowledge medium is a new kind of design-support environment in which designers can interact with each other through a shared design process. It is important for the knowledge medium to performs simultaneous capture, accumulation and transfer of the design information through one medium. It is also important for the knowledge medium to mitigate the designer's overhead of inputting information by active capturing support of the design information.
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This paper proposes the "POET Knowledge Medium" which implements the knowledge medium in a system based on the "Activity Chain Model". The Activity Chain Model introduces the chained structure into the activities in order to improve the explanation capability based on the design intent, and employs easy and efficient capturing of the design intent in the action-based method. The hypothesis underlying the Activity Chain Model is that the designer's mental process which forms the design intent can be represented as a chain structure of the external activity. The POET Knowledge Medium enables the designers to use the same integrated model in order to capture, accumulate, and transfer the dynamic design information including histories and intent simultaneously. The POET Knowledge Medium supports the designer's input of the design process information, including the design intent, by focusing on the derivation of relations between design activities and attributes of the relations, and mitigates the input overhead.
By using the POET Knowledge Medium, it is expected that a flexible design team for overseas projects can be organized dynamically, and that knowledge and know-how concerning design can be shared on an organizational level.
